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A Message from the Chair
Time Flies, LASPE Awards, New Chairperson

Dear Fellow SPE Members,

Time flies! This is my last message as the 
Section Chair before the end of my term.  
It has been a busy but rewarding year.  I 
am excited to report that LASPE has won 
two SPEI Section Awards this year: 
Section Award for Innovation, and 
Section Award for Outstanding YP 
Act iv i ty.   These a re exce l l ent 
recognitions and we are the envy of every 
SPE Section worldwide. I know this is 

due to extraordinary efforts of an awesome group of volunteers.  I 
sincerely thank the Board members and all the committee chairs 
and committee members for their support and contributions. I also 
want to thank you, my beloved section members, for participating 
in the events.  We exist because of you!  The Awards will be 
presented during the SPE Annual Meeting in New Orleans later this 
month.  If you are attending the conference, please sign up for the 
Award Luncheon to witness the ceremony and join the celebration.  
There is more great news!  I am happy to report that the USC 
Student Chapter has attained the first-ever Gold Standard for the 
school.  This is a very prestigious classification. Congratulations to 
the Student Chapter leadership team and to Professor Iraj Ershaghi! 

Starting in October, Mr. Baldev Gill will take over as the section 
chair.  He is a Petroleum Operations Coordinator for the Long 
Beach Gas & Oil Department involved in producing the huge 
Wilmington field.  Baldev received his Masters Degrees in 

PETROLEUM  TECHNOLOGY FORUM, SEPTEMBER 18TH
The next Petroleum Technology Forum is a Joint Meeting with CCCOGP on Tuesday, September 18 at The 
Grand. The speaker will be Dr. Iraj Ershaghi, USC on “The Unconventionals”.     Details fo!ow on page 3 ...                 

Location:
The Grand

4101 E. Willow Street
Long Beach, CA

Time:
Registration:  11:30 AM
Pre-Register ONLINE!

Presentation: 12:00-1:00 PM

Pre-Register Online Cost:
$25.00 members, $30.00 non-members, Free for students

Onsite Registration Cost:
$30.00 members, $35.00 non-members, $15 for students

Recipient of the 2011 SPE President’s Section Award for Exce!ence

continued on page 2....

Los Angeles Basin Section
Society of Petroleum Engineers
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Petroleum Engineering from Imperial College (London) and his 
Masters Degree in Chemical Engineering from Rice University 
(Houston). He has field experience in the North Sea, Texas, 

Michigan, Wyoming and California. He has 
also published several technical papers and 
received numerous awards and honors.  I have 
worked closely with Baldev this year and found 
him very energetic and proactive in helping the 
younger generat ion. He has extensive 
experience in organizing events, and has many 
creative ideas.  He was active in the MESA 
events and volunteered to be a judge for the 
Regional student paper contests as well as co-

chairing several regional technical events.  I am especially impressed 
with his inviting Dr. Ershaghi to be the lunch speaker in September 
and organizing the impressive upcoming Waterflood Panel Discussion in October (pages 4 to 8).  I look 
forward to another exciting and rewarding year for the section.  Please join me in welcoming Baldev as 
your new Section chair.  

There are more exciting news items! 
(1) The SPEI Annual Meeting will take place September 30 to October 2 in New Orleans.  It will 

be a great opportunity to keep up with new technology, and network with fellow members.  
Please consider attending.   http://www.spe.org/atce/2013/ 

(2) We are heavily involved in organizing the SPE Western North America / Rocky Mountain 
Joint Regional Conference that will take place in Denver on April 17-18, 2014.  Next year, the 
SPEI Annual Exhibit and Conference will take place overseas, and this will be the only major 
regional meeting in North America.  This is also the first-ever major regional meeting jointly 
hosted by two SPE regions.  I urge you to consider submitting papers and register to attend.   
http://www.wrmjce.org  

(3) Starting in November, our web-site will transition to a new location based on SPE template.   
http://connect.spe.org/LosAngelesBasin/Home/   If you are curious, log on and get a preview.  

(4) On September 18, there will be a joint meeting with CCCOGP  (The Conservation Committee of 
California Oil and Gas Producers) at the Grand event center in Long Beach.  USC Professor 
Ershaghi will speak about the Unconventionals of California. Register online http://
www.laspe.org/PayPal.html

(5) On October 23, there will be an all day Discussion Panel on “Technical Aspects of 
Waterflooding” with world renowned experts such as Dr. Ganesh Thakur (Chevron), Dr. Abdus 
Satter (formerly with Texaco), Professor Firoozabadi (Yale), plus our very own new Section chair, 
Baldev Gill. Register online http://www.laspe.org/PayPal.html

(6)

Look forward to meeting more of you and deeply appreciate your support during my tenure,  
Steve Cheung
Chairperson 2012-2013
SteveIOR@yahoo.com
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The Unconventionals of California
by Dr. Iraj Ershaghi, University of Southern California

FORUM FROM PAGE 1 . . . Sept 18, The Grand, 4101 E. Willow, Long Beach, CA

Abstract
California is rich in conventional, unconventional and renewable energy resources. The development of 
these resources has been hampered by the gridlock in the state legislator. Meanwhile State of North 
Dakota decision makers have taken a different approach to public policy and have managed to make their 
state ahead of California in economic prosperity and reduced unemployment. Yes, North Dakota is now 
no 2 nationally in terms of oil production and California is no.3.

There are different perceptions for what is called an “unconventional petroleum system”. Among the 
research scientists, the distinction has been made with respect to reservoir properties. But the 
distinction should be primarily based on economics and state of technology. Many reservoirs that were 
technologically complex and sub economic or marginally economic in the early to middle 1970s are now 
economical.If we take the latter as a definition, besides the widespread Monterey source rock and tar 
deposits, numerous oil fields previously abandoned in California, should also be considered for re-
development under the category of unconventional resources.

As Californians we now feel challenged that the small state of North Dakota, with less than 2 percent of 
California population, is ahead of our state in daily oil production, and with zero unemployment. In this 
presentation we will discuss some of the hidden oil and gas treasures in California and the role we can all 
play for prudent development strategies that can let Californians regain the economic prominence.

Biography
Iraj Ershaghi is the Omar B. Milligan Professor and the Director of the 
Petroleum Engineering program at the University of Southern California. 
He is also serving as the Executive Director of CiSoft (Center for Smart 
Oilfield Technologies) and USC Executive Director of USC-KOC Center 
of Education and Research. His areas of research and publications and 
consulting are smart oilfield technologies, reservoir characterization, 
naturally fractured reservoirs, unconventional resources, well testing and 
improved recovery processes. Prior to joining USC, he worked for AGIP, 
Signal Oil and Gas Co. and Oil and Gas Division of CA State Lands 
Commission. He is a licensed petroleum engineer and has conducted 
studies for many U S based and international oil and Gas companies.

He has been the recipient of SPE's Distinguished Faculty Award, 
Distinguished Member Award, Western North America Distinguished 
Service Award, and Technology Transfer Award for Development of the 
Smart Oilfield Technology Curriculum and Western Regional North America Reservoir Description and 
Dynamics Award. As a fellow of Institute for Advancement of Engineering, he received the Outstanding 
Educator Award of American Association for Advancement of Engineering and the Outstanding 
Educator Award of Orange County Council of Engineers and Scientists. He served as SPE's 
Distinguished Lecturer during 2006-2007. In 2010 he was the recipient of the SPE’s John Franklin Carll 
award. In 2012 he received the SPE/AIME Honorary Member Award.

Pre-Register Online and save - deadline Septermber 13th 
http://www.laspe.org/PayPal.html

http://www.laspe.org/PayPal.html
http://www.laspe.org/PayPal.html
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Workshop Schedule

8:00 - 8:30% % Registration and Morning Coffee

8:30 - 8:45 % % Introduction Program and Speakers: Baldev S. Gill

8.45 - 9:30% % Dr. Abdus Satter    
$ $ $ ‘ Waterflooding Process and Design’

9:30 - 9:35  % % Q & A for Satter Presentation

   % % % -----------------------------------------------------------------------
9:35 - 10:20% % Dr. Ganesh Thakur 
$ $  $ ‘Waterflooding Survei!ance and Monitoring: Putting Principles into Practice’

10:20 - 10:25% % Q & A for Thakur Presentation

% % % -----------------------------------------------------------------------
10.25 - 10:40% % Coffee Break
% % % -----------------------------------------------------------------------
10:40 - 11:25% % Professor Abbas Firoozabadi  
$ $ $ ‘When Water and Oil Mix; Consequences for Water Flooding’

11:25 - 11:30 % % Q & A for Firoozabadi Presentation
% % % -----------------------------------------------------------------------
11:30 - 12:15% % Baldev Singh Gill 
 % % % ‘Waterflood on a CHIP, What Micro-Fluidics Can Reveal’

12:15 - 12:20% % Q & A for Gill Presentation

% % % -----------------------------------------------------------------------
12.20 - 1:30% % LUNCH
% % % -----------------------------------------------------------------------

1:30 - 3:00% % Q&A Panel Discussion with Speakers

3.00 - 3:15% % Program close & final remarks:  Baldev S. Gill

--- SPEAKER BIOS FOLLOW ON NEXT PAGES ---

Pre-Register Online
http://www.laspe.org/PayPal.html

“Technical Aspects of Waterflooding” Workshop
The Grand, 4101 E Willow St, Long Beach

October 23rd 2013  

http://www.laspe.org/PayPal.html
http://www.laspe.org/PayPal.html
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Long Beach WaterFlood Workshop continues...

Dr. Thakur

Ganesh C. Thakur is vice president, global advisor and fellow of Chevron Energy Technology 
Company.  Thakur is a world-recognized leader in reservoir engineering & simulation, secondary 
recovery, reservoir and well productivity improvement, heavy oil, horizontal well technology and 
EOR.  He is also known for the emergence of reservoir management (RM) —in particular 
waterflooding—as a key interdisciplinary practice. 

Thakur h.as an impressive list of publications and teaching engagements conducted around the 
world.  His skills and expertise are called upon widely in the design and operation of RM 
programs, mentoring technical professionals, and serving as an ambassador of technical 
capabilities to National Oil Companies and Government Ministries. He is an SPE Distinguished 
Member and has served as Technical Director – Reservoir for the Board of Directors, and an SPE 
Distinguished Lecturer.  Thakur has authored 60 technical and presidential column articles, three 
books, edited two SPE reprint series, and presented over 200 lectures/short courses around the 
world.  He has been elected to represent the SPE on the National Petroleum Council (NPC).  

A past chairperson of the SPE Reprint Series, Thakur has served on the SPE Editorial Review and 
Forum Series committees and as short-course instructor on Integrated Reservoir Management 
and Waterflood Management. He received SPE’s 2005 Reservoir Description and Dynamics 
award, 2006 Penn State University’s outstanding alumni achievement award, and 1994 Orange 
County, California’s outstanding engineer of the year award.  

Thakur earned a B.S. degree in petroleum engineering from Indian School of Mines and M.S. and 
Ph.D. degrees in petroleum and natural gas engineering plus an M.A. degree in mathematics, all 
from Pennsylvania State University. In addition, he earned an executive MBA degree from 
Houston Baptist University.  He has served as an adjunct professor at USC, University of Texas 
(Permian Basin), University of Houston, Houston Baptist University, and serving King Saud 
University in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. 
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Long Beach WaterFlood Workshop continues...

Dr. Satter

Dr. Abdus Satter is the president of Satter and Associates, which was formed in Houston upon his 
retirement from Texaco in 1997. He has four decades of worldwide, diversified experience and 
expertise in reservoir engineering, reservoir simulator development and applications, water flood, 
enhanced recovery techniques and reservoir studies and operations. He has numerous 
publications in these areas. He has been involved in reservoir management projects in Cameroon, 
Denmark, Indonesia, Nigeria, Trinidad, USA, and UK. 

He has been active in consulting, teaching and training.

 Penn Well Publishing Company published his books as follows:
           Practical and Enhanced Reservoir Engineering: Assisted with 
           Simulation Software (2008) 
           Computer-Assisted Reservoir Management (2000), 
           Integrated Water flood Asset Management (1998) 
           Integrated Petroleum Reservoir Management (1994)

Another of his book on Modern Reservoir Engineering – Fundamentals, Management, Recovery, 
and Reserves is in the process of being approved by Elsevier Company. 

He was 1996-97 Society of Petroleum Engineers Distinguished Lecturer on Integrated Reservoir 
Management. He was again SPE Distinguished Lecturer on Asset Management throughout the 
Reservoir Life Cycle.

He is an SPE Distinguished Member, Legion of Honor Member and Life Member.  
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Long Beach WaterFlood Workshop continues...

Professor Firoozabadi 

Professor Firoozabadi has published some 165 Journal papers in petroleum interfaces, 
thermodynamics of hydrocarbon reservoirs and production, and multiphase multispecies flow in 
permeable media. He has published mainly in the Society of Petroleum Engineers (SPE) Journals, 
AIChE Journal, Journal of Chemical Physics, Journal of Physical Chemistry B, Langmuir, Water 
Resources Research, Advances in Water Resources, Soft Matter, Journal of Colloid and Interface 
Science, and Journal of Computational Physics. He has authored a graduate text, 
“Thermodynamics of Hydrocarbon Reservoirs,” published by McGraw Hill in 1999. 

Firoozabadi has published some 70 papers in the Journals of the Society of Petroleum Engineers 
(SPE) Journals. He is also the most published author in petroleum engineering in comparison to 
faculty members and scientists in petroleum engineering in the US.

Firoozabadi’s major contributions include theoretical, experimental and advanced computational 
methods in thermodynamics, multiphase flow in subsurface, and kinetics of flow assurance in 
hydrocarbon energy production. 

Firoozabadi has received three of the four major awards of SPE. These awards include the SPE/
AIME Anthony Lucas Gold Medal (highest technical award), the SPE Honorary Membership 
Award, and the SPE John Franklin Carl Award, in recognition of setting the stage and new 
directions for petroleum production and environmental stewardship of hydrocarbon energy 
production. He was elected to the National Academy of Engineering in 2011. 
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Long Beach WaterFlood Workshop continues...

Baldev S. Gill
Mr. Gill has over 14 years of professional and academic research in the areas of reservoir engineering 
practice, with specialty in reservoir simulation, field development, gas blow down studies, asphaltene 
precipitation and wettability. He has worked in the North Sea, Houston, West Texas, Michigan, Hague, 
Wyoming and California for large international companies including Schlumberger and Royal Dutch 
Shell. He has BEng (Hons) Chemical Engineering, MSc Computer Aided Engineering, MSc Petroleum 
Engineering from Imperial College London and Masters Chemical Engineering from Rice University. 
He has written and co-authored several technical papers in SPE journals. Currently he is a petroleum 
operations coordinator for Long Beach Gas & Oil, operator of the 8 Billion barrel Wilmington oil Field, 
which is under active waterflood.

Awards and Honors
.        Invited Global Emerging leaders Conference from NAE, RAE and CAE, London 
.        Invited Technical Speaker International Petroleum Week, London 
.        San Fernando Valley, Engineers Council, Outstanding Engineering Merit Award
·        Invited Robert Gordon Conference, Flow through Porous Media, Switzerland 
·        Carl Storm Underrepresented Minority (CSURM) Fellowship
·        Orange County Outstanding Engineering Merit Award
·        National Academy of Engineering America-China Frontiers Fellow
·        Royal Academy of Engineering, Research Paper Conference, London 
·        Imperial College London Fund: MSc Petroleum Engineering 
·        Schlumberger Corporation Scholarship, European Award 
·        Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC), UK Government 
·        Shell Oil Company Academic Scholarship; Rice University
.        Shell Oil Gold Service Recognition Award – Michigan Waterflood Field Development 
·        Visiting Scholar Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) 
.        Halliburton Energy Services Case Award: Imperial College Research 
·        Science and Engineering Research Council (SERC), UK Government 

Elected Professional Memberships
·        Fellow of the Energy Institute, London (FEI) 
·        Fellow of the Institute of Chemical Engineers (FIChemE) 
·        Sr. Member American Institute of Chemical Engineers (AIChE) 
·        Member Society of Petroleum Engineers (SPE) 
·        Chartered Engineer, UK Engineering Council 
·        Former Chair of the Ethics Sub-Committee AIChE (50000 members) 
·        Chartered Petroleum Engineer and Chartered Chemical Engineer 
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LASPE Board of Directors Nomination Announcement

The LASPE is seeking nominees for Board of Directors (BOD) position next year. The term 
of this position is for 2 years, October 2013 through September 2015. If you would like to be 
considered for the position, please submit a brief biography emphasizing your education, 
work experience, petroleum industry related activities and previous involvement in and 
contribution to SPE, enthusiasm for performing volunteer activities, and availability and 
commitment to volunteer your time in supporting the LASPE.

Commitment for this position involves attending the monthly BOD meetings, generally held 
at 10:30 a.m.-12:00 noon on the second Tuesday of each month at the Long Beach Petroleum 
Club immediately before the monthly LASPE Forums.  

In addition, BOD are expected to volunteer to be on one or more local committees such as 
scholarship, science fair, golf, OCEC, membership, program, etc. It is also expected that the 
Board members get involved in one SPE national and regional committees such as continuing 
education, career guidance, editorial, textbook, ATCE, WRM, etc., if called upon to do so.  

You will be expected to familiarize yourself with SPE operations using www.spe.org as a 
guide, help run the local section and represent the local members in the regional and national 
SPE affairs. You also need to familiarize yourself with LASPE bylaws which can be found on 
the section website: www.laspe.org. 

On the last year of your BOD membership, you may be asked to be the Vice Chair of the 
section, which will qualify you to be a candidate for the chairmanship of the section the 
following year.  

LASPE is looking forward to receiving your biography and any other pertinent information 
you feel will assist in evaluating your candidacy to become a BOD. Please submit your 
biography to the email address listed below no later than Friday, September 20, 
2013. Biographies received after this date will not be considered.

If you have any questions or if you would like to apply, please contact Serge Baghdikian at: 
serge.baghdikian@longbeach.gov

Serge Baghdikian
On behalf of the LASPE Nomination Committee 

http://www.spe.org/
http://www.spe.org/
http://www.laspe.org/
http://www.laspe.org/
mailto:serge.baghdikian@longbeach.gov
mailto:serge.baghdikian@longbeach.gov
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PHOTOS FROM JUNE 11  FORUM 

FRACKING IN LOS ANGELES

PRESENTED BY DR. DAN TORMEY
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PHOTOS FROM JULY 12  SPECIAL PRESENTATION FOR LASPE 

HORIZONTAL WELL FRACTURING 
PRESENTED BY DR. ALI DANESHY
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LASPE SELECTED FOR SPE AWARDS FOR INNOVATION AND YP ACTIVITY

 

 

 
 
 
Egbert Imomoh 
2013 SPE President 
 
25 July 2013 
 
 
Dr. Stephen K Cheung 
PO Box 2163 
Yorba Linda CA 92885 
 
Dear Stephen: 
 
Congratulations! The Los Angeles Section has been selected to receive the 2013 Section Award for 
Innovation. This award recognizes SPE sections that have used new ideas, methods or ways of thinking 
to improve and grow their activities.  In further recognition of your activities, the section has also been 
selected for the Section Award for Outstanding YP Activity.  
 
All  2013  section  award  recipients  will  be  honored  during  the  President’s  Luncheon  at  SPE’s  Annual  
Technical Conference and Exhibition (ATCE), being held 30 September – 2 October in New Orleans, 
Louisiana, USA.  
 
Once again, congratulations on this achievement. I appreciate your dedication to serving SPE and its 
members.  
 
 
Sincerely,  
 

 
 
Egbert Imomoh 
2013 President 
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KIND HANDWRITTEN THANK YOU NOTE 
FROM RALSTON INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL FOR ENERGY4ME 

PRESENTATION BY STEVE CHEUNG

Thank You Note with Photo from Ralston Junior High 
School, Garden Grove, CA where Steve Cheung gave an 
Energy4Me Presentation on May 31, 2013
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HAPPY ENERGY4ME CAMPERS AT RALSTON JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

GO EAGLES !!!
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LASPE AWARDS FOR STATE SCIENCE FAIR

William F. Abersek, Grade 8

A Global Tune-Up: Developing a 
Performance Index for Green 
Lubricants

Advisor: Mrs. Annie Shaw

Maryam S. Amin, Grade 7

Super Sound Killer

Advisor: Ms. Najwan Naserelddin

Joshua G. Send, Grade 11

Two Dimensional Localization of 
Impacts Using Acoustic Time Delay 
Measurement

Advisor: Dr. Uwe Send

Type to enter text

Last May we did not have photos of LASPE Award winners at the State Science Fair. See the winners 
below who were chosen on their outstanding technical achievement in projects that applied science 
relating to Oil and Gas industry. This year’s LASPE Judges Nazee Heda, Sam Sarem and Jack Smith 
awarded each of the three students with a LASPE certificate and $200 check.
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LA SPE – YP EVENT SUMMARY
This past month, approximately 30 young professionals gathered for a networking social at The Hangout 
in Seal Beach.  This event was sponsored by Signal Hill Petroleum, Inc.  Attendees were drawn to the 
event by the Orange County sunsets, surf, scenery, & networking opportunities on offer!  

As is common at Young Professional events, attendees were drawn from across the LA basin and from 
across the industry (upstream, downstream, & service sectors).  Additionally, students from both 
University of Southern California & from California State University, Long Beach were gladly welcomed 
by the group - where they eagerly sought leads for post-graduation employment.

The purpose of LA SPE Young Professionals events is to build a sense of community between young 
professionals in our industry & to exchange ideas & lessons learned.  In keeping with this concept, 
several Young Professionals plan to attend & carry the LA SPE YP banner to the upcoming Annual 
Technical Conference & Exhibition in New Orleans, Louisiana.  We will welcome additional attendees 
who wish to travel to New Orleans with us.  Young professionals who do plan to attend should contact a 
Young Professional officer in advance of possible meet-ups in New Orleans.

As always, The SPE Young Professionals are seeking additional volunteers to help share the load in 
planning, coordinating & hosting future events.  Interested candidates should contact a SPE Officer 
directly by email, or at an upcoming meeting (such as those we are currently planning for this coming 
fall).  Future event information will be always distributed through the LA SPE Young Professionals Email 
list & posted to the LA SPE Young Professionals Facebook page.  ! !

!

!

!

!

Various LA SPE 
Young 
Professionals 
mingle.

Schlumberger 
Artificial Lift 
employee 
Chhay Sun 
participates in 
the SPE YP 
Survey.

Various students & interns quiz potential future 
colleagues on roles & responsibilities.
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USC SPE CHAPTER SUMMER 2013 ACTIVITIES

SPE Field Trip to THUMS Island, Long Beach, California

On June 21st, 2013, a group of thirty USC students visited the THUMS Island. Early in the morning, 
students carpooled from Los Angeles and gathered in front of the THUMS pier, where they received a 
warm welcome from the Petroleum Operations Coordinator, Mr. Baldev Gill and Petroleum 
Engineering Associate, Mr. Uduak Ntuk, both from the Gas and Oil Department of the City of Long 
Beach. After a brief introduction of the Wilmington Oil Field followed by a safety meeting, the 
attendees got on board the transport boat and were whisked away to the islands. 

With Mr. Baldev leading the way, the students were taken on a tour of the islands as they visited the 
drilling sites and production facilities. The students were definitely astonished to learn that hundreds of 
wells have been drilled on this tiny collection of man-made islands with an acreage that spanned less 
than 0.1 square miles. Throughout the visit, the students raised various questions to the operations team 
which included concerns over collision of directional wells, the segregation of sand and water in such 
limited space, and handling the high  water cut, among many other questions. Mr. Baldev and his team 
were very informative and forthcoming by answering the students’ questions and sharing their 
knowledge of the islands’ operation. 

At the end of the day, the team returned to shore and deemed the trip an enjoyable and informative 
success. The USC SPE chapter would like to thank Mr. Baldev, Mr. Uduak and the team of THUMS 
Islands for facilitating this activity. A special thanks also goes out to former LA Basin SPE President, Dr. 
Steve Cheung for making this field trip possible to all those involved. 

Voice #om student visitors:

Bilal Abdul Hakim (Masters student, Petroleum Engineering)

"I am so glad LASPE provided me the opportunity to visit this wonderful and unique field. The things you 
learn here can't be learned elsewhere!” 

Ruizhe Zhou (Masters student, Petroleum Engineering)

"This field trip enlightened me that not only safety, but environmental protection or zero po!ution are also 
very important concepts for our engineers to keep in mind while working out there in the field."

!
! ! ! ! ! ! photos follow on next page...
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PHOTOS OF USC SPE JUNE 21 THUMS ISLAND TOUR
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USC SPE CHAPTER SUMMER 2013 ACTIVITIES CONTINUE...

Viterbi School of Engineering New Students Luau

 On August 22, 2013, the USC SPE student chapter took part in a membership drive during the 
welcoming luncheon sponsored by the school of engineering for all incoming freshmen.  Displays at the 
SPE Student Chapter information booth included promotional materials, rock samples, crude oil 
samples, and even a drill bit.  

Once the new students were done with lunch and other icebreaking activities, they were given the 
chance to visit and sign-up with various engineering organizations that had set up information tables at 
the event.  The SPE booth definitely attracted the attention of curious students who were interested to 
learn more about the field of petroleum engineering and also of the oil and gas industry in general. It 
was definitely an interesting experience to answer all sorts of questions for clarifying misconceptions 
that these new students had about the oil and gas industry. In the end, it didn’t take much convincing 
for the undergraduate and even graduate students to sign up. Interestingly new members were 
represented various engineering disciplines such as chemical engineering, mechanical engineering, 
industrial engineering and even computer science. The new sign-ups totaled 25 students. We will be 
inviting these new members to our monthly SPE related events.

USC SPE Membership Recruitment Drives
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USC SPE CHAPTER SUMMER 2013 ACTIVITIES CONTINUE...

USC Involvement Fair Fall 2013

 The University of Southern California held its annual fall involvement fair on August 28th on 
Trousdale Parkway, the main avenue that cuts across the center of campus. Close to a sixty on-
campus clubs and organizations participated in the event, and USC SPE also had a presence at the 
involvement fair. Several board members from the student chapter manned a table, and were happy 
to entertain questions from students and prospective members about the organization and the oil 
and gas industry.  

All in all, it was a truly fun experience for the USC student chapter to represent SPE at this 
membership drive events and to hopefully convince these bright, young students to consider a 
career path in the oil and gas industry. In total, we took in close to 30 new sign-ups to USC SPE at 
the end of the fair. We definitely look forward to reaching out to a larger student demographic here 
on campus in the upcoming school semester

USC SPE Membership Recruitment Drives
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SPE WESTERN NORTH AMERICA AND ROCKY 
MOUNTAIN JOINT REGIONAL MEETING

From%the%Rockies%to%the%Pacific%–%Bridging%the%Unconven8onal%and%Conven8onal%through%Technology%

This % year,% the% Rocky% Mountain% and%Western% Regions% are% joining% forces% on% April% 17=18,% 2014% in%
Denver,% % Colorado% to% bring% you% a% comprehensive% technical% program% focused% on% latest% Technology% for%
UnconvenHonal% and% ConvenHonal% Reservoirs.% The% program% includes% interesHng% and% challenging% topics%
ranging% from%newest%horizontal%well%technologies% to% 100% year%old%waterflood%and%steam% operaHons.% The%
digital%component%is%included%as%a%foundaHon%to%the%smart%fields%and%future%remote%operaHons.%We%hope%
that% these% exiHng% topics% and% technologies%will% spur% your% interest% to% parHcipate% by% submiOng% your% best%
abstract%and%technical%paper.

We%are%seeking%papers%from%a%full%range%of%topics%that%relate%to%oil%and%gas%industry.%%This%includes,%
but%not%limited%to,%the%below%topics:

• UnconvenHonal%Reservoirs%%(Shales%and%Tight%FormaHons)
– Reservoir%CharacterizaHon,%Modeling,%SimulaHon%and%Reservoir%Engineering
– Drilling,%CompleHon%and%ProducHon%
– Horizontal%Wells:%Drilling,%Spacing,%and%ArHficial%LiY%%
– Fracing%Design,%OpHmizaHon,%Placement%and%Monitoring%
– Case=studies:%Bakken,%Niobrara,%Monterey,%Wolfcamp,%Haynesville,%Eagle%Ford,%etc.%%

• ConvenHonal%Reservoirs%
– Reservoir%Engineering,%ProducHon%Management%,%SHmulaHon%Technology:%Acidizing%and%

Fracing
– Waste%Disposal,%CO₂%Capture%and%Storage,%Air%quality,%and%GHG%emissions
– Social%responsibility,%Health,%Ethics%and%Professionalism%

• Midstream%and%Downstream%OperaHons%
– Facility%OpHmizaHon,%Gathering%systems,%TransportaHon
– Water%Management%–%Reuse,%Recycled%and%Disposal
– Environmental%ResponsibiliHes%%

• Secondary%and%TerHary%Recovery%and%OperaHons
– Waterflood%%and%CO2%flood%management
– Steamflooding%and%cyclic%steam%technology
– SAGD%%and%CombusHon

• Digital%Energy%and%Smart%Fields
– Smart%field/Integrated%fields/Remote%OperaHons/%Smart%wells
– Real=Time%OperaHons,%Decisions%Support%Systems,%Big%Data,%SCADA,%
– PredicHve%Data%Driven%AnalyHcs%

Please%submit%abstract%to%spermc.org%by%October%7th,%2013.

If%you%have%quesHons,%please%do%not%hesitate%to%contact%Eric%Lyche%at%eric_lyche@eogresources.com%
or%Andrei%Popa%at%AndreiPopa@chevron.com%.%
We%look%forward%to%seeing%you%in%Denver!

% % % % % % % % Sincerely%yours,
% % % % % % % % Kumar%Ramurthy%and%Steve%Cheung
% % % % % % % % Conference%Co=chairs

mailto:eric_lyche@eogresources.com
mailto:eric_lyche@eogresources.com
mailto:AndreiPopa@chevron.com
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USC-CHEVRON FRONTIERS OF ENERGY RESOURCES SUMMER 
CAMP CHALLENGES FUTURE ENERGY ENGINEERS

This past June, 24  outstanding high school students  and 2 science teachers from across the country experienced the 2013 
Chevron sponsored Frontiers of Energy Resources Summer Camp. The summer program, in its 5th year, hosted by the 
USC Center for Interactive Smart Oilfield Technologies (CiSoft),  offers the participants an amazing opportunity to 
explore the science base of various energy resources and shows them the possible career options that are currently 
available in the energy industry. 

This year, the program included a number of engineering activities that gave the summer campers the opportunity to 
work as a team to learn collaborative thinking and to improve their problem solving skills. Besides a number of lectures 
and discussions led by USC and Chevron experts, the program included a field trip which introduced the students and the 
teachers to the highly complex and evolutionary energy industry. Phil Gresser, one of this year’s campers from Cathedral 
Catholic High in San Diego, CA stated: “I was impressed with many of the speakers. My favorite was probably the 
Chevron Vice President”. (Mr. Warner Williams).   The program concludes a team competition which allows the students 
to share their newfound knowledge and showcase their analytical skills.  After only six days, attendees are able to propose 
realistic solutions to genuine challenge questions, such as the estimation of business costs for hypothetical conversion of 
coal power plants to natural gas plants, determination of the viability of solar power at its current state in various 
scenarios, and the evaluation of the capital cost required to build coal, solar, natural, nuclear, and oil and gas operations. 
That is pretty impressive for a group of high school students! 

The students acknowledged the great opportunity that was given to them, and were thankful to USC and Chevron, 
“Thank you so much Chevron for sponsoring this wonderful opportunity. I’ve learned astronomical amounts about 
energy, and how Chevron and the rest of the world are working to secure a sustainable future”, said Charmayne Floyd 
from San Marino High School in San Marino, CA. But the students are not they only ones fascinated by the program; Dr. 
Iraj Ershaghi, director of CiSoft and USC’s Petroleum Engineering Program who oversees the camp program, was 
impressed with the level of the understanding of the students during their team presentations. 

This summer program has proven to be an effective educational opportunity for academically outstanding and aspiring 
engineering students. In fact, 13 of former participants are now USC students studying engineering. Michael Goulis, 
former student of Palos Verdes High and current USC Computer Science student, reflects on his experience: 

“In 2009,  the first ever USC/Chevron Frontiers of Energy Resources Summer Camp launched for a few lucky high school 
students. They were able to get an in depth look at the world's energy portfolio from industry professionals and executives 
in ways that were never available before. Participants were imparted with a wealth of rare exposure to a variety of 
energy industries and were informed of the collegiate and professional paths and needs in energy resources.  They were 
able to reinforce their team building skills and refine their knowledge which all culminated in their final presentation. 
That very first year, I was incredibly fortunate to be carefully chosen as one of those select few students.  

Years later, I got an opportunity to revisit that very same 
program, this time as a member of the program's staff. I 
had no idea how in just a short few years the program 
would have evolved into something far beyond the 
already advantageous opportunity. Students got hands on 
experience with working with photovoltaic and a whole 
host of new energy and engineering related activities that 
exposes the attendees to the cutting edge of modern 
energy.

USC and Chevron are really proving what they do best: 
providing a scholastic and edifying experience that has 
only improved with age. I will cherish my experiences 
immensely”
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SELECTED SPE UPCOMING EVENTS 2013 - 2014

Date Title

Sept 10-12 SPE workshop “Performance and Design of Water Injector Wells Requiring Sand 
Control” (San Diego).

Sept 11-13 SPE workshop on “Hydraulic Fracture Mechanics Consideration for Unconventional 
Reservoirs” (Palos Verdes)

Sept 18* “The Unconventionals of California” by Iraj Ershaghi at the GRAND (new date and 
location, click title to pre-register online)

Sept 29 – Oct 3 SPEI Annual Technical Exhibit and Conference, New Orleans 

Oct 8 PTTC workshop: Reservoir & Wellbore Scale Geomechanics  at the Grand.

Oct 17 RPSEA Onshore Production Conference: Technological Keys to Enhance Production 
Operations at the Grand 

Oct  23 “Technical Aspects of WaterFlooding” Workshop (new date and location, click title 
to pre-register online)

Oct 20-25  SPEI Forum “Artificial Lift in Deep Water”, Rancho Mirage CA

Nov 12* “Perforating for Inflow Performance in Natural Completions“ by Mark  Brinsden 
(DL)

Dec 10* TBA

Jan 13 “Slugging in Pipelines: What you need to know“ by Mona Trick (DL)* (Monday)

Jan$21
LASPE$Casing$Design$Training$by$Val$Verma,$PE,$Tuesday$7:30am@4:00pm$LB$

Petroleum$Club$$160.00

Feb 11* TBA

Mar 11* TBA

Mar 17-19 SPE Conference on Health, Safety, and the Environment at Long Beach Convention 
Center

Apr 8* TBA

Apr 17-18 SPE Western North America / Rocky Mountain Joint Regional Meeting, Denver CO

May 13* “Hydraulic Fracturing Myths, Reality and Environmental Stewardship Through 
Better Chemistry“ by  Daneil Daulton (DL)*

June 17* TBA

Note:$*$LASPE$Board$meeKng$starts$at$10:30$a.m.$and$all$members$are$welcome$to$observe.
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SERVICES OFFERED   
Members%of%the%Society%of%Petroleum%Engineers%LA%are%enHtled%to%
FREE$ENTRANCE%(usually%$15)%to%the%QS%World%MBA%Tour%in%Los%
Angeles.%To%redeem%this%exclusive%offer,%register%now:%hRp://
goo.gl/y85jRc

More%and%more%young%professionals%make%their%career%dreams%
come%true%by%leveraging%with%an%MBA.%Some%change%their%
industries,%some%get%their%working%funcHons%shiYed,%some%move%to%
a%new%place%and%some%even%get%their%own%companies%started%right%
aYer%graduaHon.

Join%us%at%the%QS%World%MBA%Tour%Los%Angeles%to%meet%with%over%60%
of%the%world’s%top%local%and%internaHonal%business%schools.

During%this%one%day%event%you%can:%
Meet%face=to=face%with%admission%directors%from%top%internaHonal%and%local%business%schools%
Network%with%Ivy%League%MBA%Alumni%from%Harvard%and%Wharton
Aoend%a%free%GMAT%seminar%hosted%by%GMAC,%the%creators%of%the%exam%
Apply%for%$1.2M%of%exclusive%MBA%scholarships%to%help%finance%your%MBA%
Get%personalized%advice%on%your%MBA%essay,%applicaHon%and%interview%
Arrange%personal%interviews%with%top%business%schools%through%the%Connect%1=2=1%forum%
Aoend%the%exclusive%Women%in%Leadership%event

Members%of%the%Society%of%Petroleum%Engineers%are%enHtled%to%FREE$ENTRANCE%(usually%$15).%To%redeem%this%
exclusive%offer,%register%now%via%this%link:%hRp://goo.gl/y85jRc

Event:%QS%World%MBA%Tour%–%Los%Angeles
Venue:%Millennium%Biltmore%Hotel
Date:%Saturday,%September%28th%
Start%Hme:%12.30pm
End%Hme:%6pm
*You%can%aoend%any%Hme%between%12.30pm=6pm

Register$now$for$FREE$ENTRANCE:$hRp://goo.gl/y85jRc%

DAVID B. DEL MAR
Consulting Petroleum Geologist

California Registered Geologist #634

Development - Thermal EOR - Property Reviews

2027 Park Drive, Los Angeles, CA 90026
C (323) 219-3804  H (323) 664-3358

dbdelmar@gmail.com
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2012-2013 LASPE OFFICERS & BOARD  
Name PosiKon E@mail

Mike%Uo Senior%Past%chair mikeuo@roadrunner.com%
Dr.%Eric%%Withjack Junior%Past%chair dremmw@yahoo.com%
Dr.%Steve%Cheung Chair steveior@yahoo.com
Baldev%%Gill Vice=chair Baldev.Gill@longbeach.gov%
Nazee%Heda% Board%member%through%%2013 Nazee.Heda@slc.ca.gov%
Dr.%Serge%Baghdikian Board%member%through%%2014 serge.baghdikian@longbeach.gov%
ChrisHan%Vaccese Board%member%through%%2014 c.vaccese@gmail.com
Dr.%Ted%Frankiewicz Board%member%through%%2015 srankiewicz@specservices.com%
ChrisHan%Vaccese Secretary c.vaccese@gmail.com
Rick%%Finken Treasurer rdfinken@gmail.com

CommiRee$Chairs

Dr.%Sam%Sarem Award Sam4IPRC@aol.com
Leila%Vlasko Forum%and%Program%co=chair lvlasko@betaoffshore.com
Dr.%Ted%Frankiewicz Forum%and%Program%co=chair srankiewicz@specservices.com
Rich%Manuel% Golf rmanuel@mindspring.com
Scoo%Hara Community%Outreach% Scoohara@yahoo.com
Dr.%Sam%Sarem Membership Sam4IPRC@aol.com
Dr.%Serge%Baghdikian NominaHon% serge.baghdikian@longbeach.gov
Dr.%Iraj%Ershaghi PublicaHon%Mentor ershaghi@usc.edu
Nazee%Heda Scholarship% Nazee.Heda@slc.ca.gov
Devon%Shay Student%Chapter%Liaison DShay@SHPI.net
Dr.%Jalal%Torabzadeh Student%Chapter%Advisor%=%CSULB jalal.torabzadeh@csulb.edu
Erik%Renteria Student%Chapter%President%=%CSULB erikjrenteria@gmail.com
Dr.%Iraj%Ershaghi Student%Chapter%Advisor%–%USC ershaghi@usc.edu
Sonham%Punjabi Student%Chapter%President%=%USC USCstudents@spemail.org
A.B.%Gorashi Training goras9@aol.com
Jovy%Kroh Young%Professional jkroh@shpi.net
Larry%Gilpin Newsleoer%&%Website%Editor%/%Publisher Larry@4thForge.com

Tom%Walsh WNAR%Director%2012=2015 twalsh@petroak.com
SPE%Contact%for%SecHons secHons@SPE.org
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